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1. Background Assumptions
• Phonology – a mapping of feature representations to feature representations.
• Features – symbolic, formal primitives drawn from a universally available, but finite, inventory.
• Transduction – the function which converts physical stimulus to symbolic representations
(e.g., feature bundles) and, conversely, symbolic representations to physical events. Following Keating (1988): the transducers are not part of the phonology since they do not map
features to features (one may contrast Keating’s stance with that of Hammarberg 1976, who
holds that the transducers involve cognition and are therefore also a kind of phonology).

phonology

transducers
Percept

auditory
UR
(features)

SR
(features)
articulatory

Score

2. Phonological Underspecification with and without Phonetic Underspecification
2.1. Phonological Underspecification with full phonetic specification – the case of Turkish plosives
presented in Inkelas (1994)

Non-alternating
Non-alternating
Alternating

Nom
sanat
etüd
kanat

Acc
sanat-1
etüd-ü
kanad-1

gloss
‘art’
‘etude’
‘wing’

Inkelas argues that, in the case of predictable alternating forms such as the ‘wing’ forms above, the
process of Lexicon Optimization will force an underspecified representation. The plosive will be
underspecified for voice in the input and the voice value in the winning output candidate will be
determined by the ranking of structure-filling constraints.
2.2. Underspecification in both Phonological and Phonetic Representations (‘perseverant’ underspecification)
General Characteristics
• no apparent articulatory target for one or more features
• articulation completely determined by context
• existence of alternating (but entirely predictable) articulations
The case of Russian [x]
Keating (1988) convincingly argues that Russian [x], in the case where no context rules apply,
consists of a phonetic feature bundle with no specification for the feature [back]. (Note that this
means that feature bundle will never have a feature specification for [back] because the transducer
does not ‘fill in’ features.) Therefore, the following two instances of [x] are crucially different
with respect to phonetic feature specification in the output of the phonology: the (a) case has a
fully-specified feature bundle and the (b) case is underspecified, having no [back] feature.
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(a) /axi/ → fully fronted fricative; context rule filled in [-back]
(b) /ixa/ → transient fricative, gradual transition throught its duration from the [back] values of
the adjacent sounds ([-back] to [+back]); fricative remained underspecified
The case of Marshallese vowels
The Marshallese vowel system, discussed in Hale (2000) inter alia, is quite striking. The ‘surface’
vowels are given below, where the ‘tie’ symbol (as in iu
< ) represents a smooth transition from one
vowel to another, e.g. in this case, i to u.
i
I
e
E

W u iW
< iu
<
7 U I7
IU
< <
@ o e@
< eo
<
a O Ea
EO
< <

Wi
< Wu
<
7I
7U
< <
@e
< @o
<
aE
aO
< <

Oral Stops
Labial Dental Velar
‘light’ [-bk,-rnd]
pj
tj
W
‘heavy’ [+bk,-rnd]
b
tW
k
‘round’ [+bk,+rnd]
kw

Labial
mj
mW

ui
<
UI
<
oe
<
OE
<

uW
<
U7
<
o@
<
Oa
<

Nasals
Dental
nj
nW
nw

Velar
N
Nw

liquids & glides
lj rj
j
lW rW
î
lw rw
w

As Choi (1992) demonstrates, there is a steady transition between the articulatory position reflecting the back and round features of the preceding consonant to the articulatory position reflecting
the back and round features of the following consonant.the back and round of the following consonant in every instance. These are phonetically distinct from diphthongs which have a relatively
long-duration nucleus and a brief on- or off-glide. As Bender (1968) showed, the most coherent
phonological analysis of the Marshallese vowel inventory is one in which the vowels themselves
bear no features along the dimensions front-back and round-unround. That is, they differ from one
another only along the height and ATR dimensions.
a. Clight VCround : /nj [+hi,+ATR]kw nj [+hi,+ATR]kw / > [nj [+hi,+ATR]kw nj [+hi,+ATR]kw ]
w j
w
> nj iu
< k n iu
< k ‘clothing’
W
b. Clight VCheavy : /nj [-hi,+ATR]tW / > [nj [-hi,+ATR]tW ] > nj e@
< t ‘squid’

c. Clight VClight : /tj [-hi,-ATR]tj / > [tj [-hi,-ATR]tj ] > tj Etj ‘Lutjanus Flavipes’
Note that this gives Marshallese what appears superficially to be a large and rather unique vowel
inventory, while, in fact, for all grammatical purposes, the Marshallese inventory is quite small.
The case of /tj [-hi,+ATR]tj / is particularly interesting. This vowel will show apparent steadystate realization in the [E] space, much like English [E], from which it is, however, quite distinct,
representationally. The existence of such cases is especially relevant to acquisition and will be
discussed in more detail later.
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3. Constraint-based approach to perseverant (phonetic) underspecification
At first glance, the Russian and Marshallese cases appear to be made for an Optimality Theoretic
approach. (Note, however, that this is true only if one assumes the formal approach to phonology sketched above – one where features are simply symbolic representations manipulated by the
grammar.)
/pW V[+hi,+ATR]pW/
a. [pW upW ]
b. [pW ipW ]
c. [pW apW ]
d. [pW V[+hi]pW ]
☞ e. [pW V[+hi,+ATR]pW]

*V[±round]
*!
*!
*!

*V[±back]
*
*
*

M AX -IO

D EP -IO
**
**
**

*[+ATR]
*
*

*[+hi]
*
*

*

*
*

*!

Constraints against the vowel features of [±round] and [±back] must dominate Faith constraints
in order to rule out candidates which are fully specified along the back and round dimensions,
and thus accurately capture the Marshallese inventory (which contains no vowels fully specified
for backness and roundness). This ranking results in candidates (a)-(c) in the tableau above being
eliminated. The even more underspecified, and thus seemingly less marked, candidate in (d) is
unfaithful to the [+ATR] specification on the input vowel. Since this vowel is too underspecified
for Marshallese, the Faithfulness constraint M AX-IO (which requires that the [+ATR] specification
in the input be respected in the output) must outrank the Markedness constraint *[+ATR] (which
would require the elimination of the underlying [+ATR] specification) in Marshallese. This leaves
as the optimal candidate the V[+hi,+ATR] vowel of (e), underspecified in the output along the
backness and roundness dimensions.
Small Peculiarities
• Insofar as the features of the vowel itself go, the optimal candidate violates neither Faithfulness constraints (M AX -IO and D EP -IO) nor the relevant Markedness constraints e.g.,
*V[±+round], *V[±-back].
• The ‘missing’ features of the input candidate’s vowel are treated, for purposes of IO constraints, in the way that epenthetic vowels (or consonants) are treated. “Given the fact that
an epenthetic segment has no input features to be faithful to, their feature content is delegated to markedness constraints.” [Kager 1999:125] However, unlike in the epenthesis cases,
there is no violation of D EP -IO by the winning candidate since no features are present in
the output candidate which were not present in the input representation.
• Based solely on vowel features, there will be no metric for determining the relative ranking
of F and M constraints, except with respect to Markedness constraints regarding height and
ATR features for vowels (both of which must be ranked below the IO-Faith constraints).
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Larger Peculiarities with potentially more serious implications
• Markedness in OT, while formally defined as ‘having violation marks’ (= a more marked
form is one which has incurred more violation marks for its output structure than some other
competing form) is, in practice, closely associated with typological markedness and notions
such as cross-linguistic frequency of occurrence.
• By formal markedness definitions, Marshallese vowels will be highly unmarked, with a mid
vowel which is less marked than a fully-specified @. (Note that, as indicated earlier, Faith
constraints are not relevant to this determination.)
• In terms of typology or frequency of occurrence, the inventory of vowels is highly marked
a. at the phonological level. From a featural standpoint, the vowel inventory is extremely
small, a total of 4 contrastive vowels. Due to the lack of features, there can be no
real notion of distribution throughout the vowel space – arguably the same as having a
‘poor’ distribution.
b. at the articulatory level. The majority of the articulations appear to fall into the ‘not a
natural language sound’ category. From a more formal standpoint, it appears that the
articulations of the vowels give physical outputs that virtually cover the acoustic space,
such that many of the vowels would be minimally contrastive acoustically. [Note that
this is actually the ‘correct’ result from the point of view of the lexicon, where there
are only 4 contrastive vowels.]
The input vowels are listed here using only their featural representations. The notation for
surrounding consonants are: F=nonback, nonround consonants; B=back, nonround consonants, R=back, round consonants):
Input V-features
hi
ATR
+
+
+
+
-

F—F B—B
i
W
I
È
e
@
E
a

consonantal environment
R—R F—B F—R B—F B—R
u
iW
iu
Wi
Wu
<
<
<
<
U
IÈ
IU
ÈI
ÈU
<
<
<
<
o
e@
eo
@e
@o
<
<
<
<
O
Ea
EO
aE
aO
<
<
<
<

j
An alternation: [rj i-] ∼ [rj iW
< -] ∼ [r iu
< -] ‘agent noun prefix’:
j j j W W
j j W W
[r i-t er p al ] ‘worker’ (cf. [t er p al ] ‘to work’)
W
j W
j
W
j W
j
[rj iW
< -p Wi
< t p Wi
< t ] ‘one who kicks’ (cf. [p Wi
< t p Wi
< t ] ‘to kick’)
w
j W
w
j W
[rj iu
< -N oe
< r t ak] ‘snorer’ (cf. [N oe
< r t ak] ‘to snore’)

Finally, a slightly bigger problem. . .
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R—F R—B
ui
uW
<
<
UI
UÈ
<
<
oe
o@
<
<
OE
Oa
<
<

4. Acquiring phonetic underspecification (with phonological underspecification)
in an OT grammar
Acquiring an adult-state constraint ranking in OT is done through the process of Constraint Demotion (Tesar and Smolensky, 1993; 1998 inter alia). The majority position is that, at the initial
state, all Markedness constraints are ranked above all Faithfulness Constraints (but see Hale and
Reiss (1997) for the alternative view). Certain Markedness constraints are then demoted based
upon positive evidence – evidence which indicates that some marked candidate wins over some
lesser-marked candidate.
As Tesar et al. (2003) note, the awkwardness lies in the fact that the acquirer must determine both
lexical representations and a constraint ranking, each of which is dependent to a greater or lesser
extent upon the other. They propose that the acquirer approaches the problem with a bias toward
changing the ranking as a first step (with a further bias toward keeping Markedness constraints
high whenever possible) and later, only if their ranking fails, modifying the lexical representation.
Recall that the adult-state grammar that needs to be acquired has *V[±round],*V[±back] >>
M AX -IO,D EP -IO
The data that the acquirer gets includes:
• both alternating and non-alternating forms.
• forms that are indistinguishable (acoustically) from fully-specified forms such as [tj Etj ] (from
/tj [-hi,+ATR]tj /).
• forms which, as far as we know, cannot be represented by any combination or geometry of
our current feature set – e.g., the steady transition from the [W]-space to the [u]-space in [Wu
<]
– and therefore cannot be outputs of the grammar itself (nor inputs for a human grammar).
Initial Ranking – Markedness constraints above Faithfulness constraints.
• First data to acquirer = [tj Etj ]
• Acquirer’s hypothesis = vowel is a fully-specified [E];
Action taken: change initial ranking such that M AX -IO and D EP -IO >> *V[±round] and
*V[±back]
W
• Second piece of data to acquirer = [nj e@
<t ]

• Acquirer’s hypothesis = vowel has height and ATR features but is underspecified for [back]
and [round];
W
Action taken: keep derived ranking because the form [nj e@
< t ] will still be the winning candidate since competitors which have back and round features specified will incur gratuitous
D EP -IO violations.
• The order in which the acquirer receives the data will not change the ranking outcome.
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• Lexicon Optimization will presumably lead to the acquirer positing underspecification for
only those vowels which show alternations – a vowel which is invariably realized as [E], for
example, will maintain its fully-specified underlying representation and its fully-specified
phonetic output form, since the grammar will produce an acceptable input-output mapping
for such cases (i.e., it will not ‘fail’). This grammar, once hypothesized by the learner, will
also be supported by (1) the fact that the *V[±round] and *V[±back] constraints have already been demoted relative to M AX -IO and D EP -IO, and thus their ‘re-elevation’ would be
bad under OT learning-theoretic assumptions, and (2) by the fact that Richness of the Base
requires that no constraints on input forms (such as one requiring all inputs to be underspecified) be imposed.
✖ This is the wrong result. It holds that Marshallese has fully-specified vowels for the [E] of
W
[tj Etj ] as well as underspecified vowels such as the [-hi,+ATR] vowel of [nj e2
< t ]. It fails to
w w
account for the complete absence of words of the shape [k Ek ] with a fully-specified [E]
between [+back] and [+round] consonants.
Initial Ranking – Faithfulness constraints above Markedness constraints.
• First data to acquirer = [tj Etj ]
• Acquirer’s hypothesis = vowel is fully-specified [E];
Action taken: Do nothing to constraint ranking – winning candidate will be the one that is
most faithful to fully-specified [E].
W
• Second piece of data to acquirer = [nj e@
<t ]

• Acquirer’s hypothesis: vowel has height and ATR features but is underspecified on the back
and round dimensions;
Action taken: None. As in the earlier scenario, these forms will be correctly handled by the
current grammar (because Faith constraints outrank Markedness constraints, and maximally
faithful outputs in this case will be underspecified).
• Lexicon Optimization will lead to acquirer positing underspecification for vowels which
show alternations, which reveals to a learner not hampered by the assumption of Richness
of the Base and one who has not already (mistakenly) reranked Markedness constraints
that even seemingly fully-specified vowels (like the [i] of [rj itj erj pW alW ] ‘worker’) may be
only apparently fully-specified, and can in fact be derived from an assumption of underspecified inputs. More agressive attempts at Lexicon Optimization reveal that this is true
of all apparently fully-specified vowels (even the non-alternating ones), and a restriction on
inputs (contra RotB) is posited. This process also reveals that all outputs can be treated
as underspecified along the back and round dimensions (even those which are apparently
[+back,+round]), leading to the reranking of *V[±back] and *V[±round] relative to the
M AX -IO and D EP -IO constraints. Note that this is the first change in constraint ranking
under the assumption of high-ranking initial Faith.
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✔ This is the correct result. It holds that all Marshallese vowels are underspecified phonetically
for [back] and [round] and makes the correct prediction about loanwords.

5. Further evidence that underspecification really exists (and therefore needs to be
acquirable): Evidence from loanwords into Marshallese.
Note: Marshallese has a palatal (traditionally, /y/, here /j/), a back non-round (traditionally, /h/)
and a back round (traditionally, /w/) glide, each with the expected effect on adjacent vowels. The
glides themselves are said to be ‘weakly articulated’ and noticable principally through their effects
on adjacent vowels.
CVC-loanwords without glide epenthesis
-back,-round both +back,-round both
/jitj / [jitj ] ‘yeast’
/lW ak/ [lW ak] ‘lock’

+back,+round both
/kw ikw / [kw ukw ] ‘cook’

CVC-loanwords with glide epenthesis
• flanking back consonants
front V target
round vowel target
>
>
> uWl
> W ] ‘tool’
/kejek/ [k@eje@k] ‘cake’ /tW iwilW / [tW Wuw
> EaN]
> ‘gang’ /kewetW / [k@ow
> o@t
> W ] ‘goat’
/kajaN/ [kaEj
• flanking front consonants
back non-round V target

round V target
> >
/tj iwinj / [tj iuwuinj ] ‘June’
> >
/tj iwitj / [tj iuwuitj ] ‘shoes’

• mixed flanking consonants
front V target
back non-round V target round V target
> W ] ‘shot’ /tj awapW / [tj eOw
> Oap
> W ] ‘soap’
w
j
w>
j
/k ijin / [k uijin ] ‘queen’
/tj ahatW / [tj Eahat
> ‘check’
>
/tj ajak/ [tj EjEak]
/tj awak/ [tj EOwOak]
‘chalk’
>
j
j
/p ajak/ [p EjEak] ‘back, bag’
> j ] ‘base’
/pW ehetj / [pW @h@et

6. Conclusions
• Formal notions of markedness and those based on typology, or cross-linguistic frequency, do
not converge on the same set of ‘Markedness constraints’ — the latter should therefore not
be used in arguing in support of the former (and vice-versa).
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• The acquisition path is successful only if, at the initial state, Faithfulness constraints are
ranked above Markedness constraints.
• The acquisition path is hampered by the assumption of Richness of the Base.
• An abstract, feature-based representation system requires that some aspects of articulation
not be specified (e.g., the transitions from [g] to [E] in ‘get’), because the grammar provides
no appropriate representational apparatus. More interestingly, Marshallese teaches us that
the grammar may similarly leave some aspects of articulation not specified (e.g., the backness of the tongue and roundedness of the lips during the vocalic segments of a string) for
which the representational apparatus is, in principle, available. It appears that the phonetic
implementation of the underspecification in these two types of case is very similar if not
identical.
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